GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING RESULTS AFTER GAMES
BACKGROUND
 NoSCA has two separate on-line systems - one for recording just the basic result of
games and the other (Resultstore) for recording detailed scorecards for the averages.
 This document outlines the procedure to record the result on our www.nosca.net
website to enable the scores to be forwarded to the press and for the league tables to be updated
automatically (n.b. there is a separate document for the procedures to record the game information
on Resultstore which can be downloaded from the Info -> Downloads section of the website).
 It is the responsibility of the home team to enter the match result on the NoSCA website by
8pm (or 15 minutes after the game has finished if later than 8pm).
 All results must be recorded by the home team (including scratches and rained-off games).
PROCEDURE
 Log-on to the results system by entering www.nosca.net/results in your
browser or click on the Login button on the website home page as shown.
 The system will work equally well on a PC, tablet or smartphone

 Enter the username and password sent to your team captain or Club rep.

and then select Submit.

 Select your game (remember ONLY the home team can enter the result of a

fixture) and then Select Add Result.

 Now enter the game information using numbers for the runs scored and

selecting from drop-down lists for Batted First, Wickets and Result.

 In the box First Innings Note enter the two highest run scorers and two

highest wickets takers in the first innings.

 Likewise, in the box Second Innings Note enter the two highest run scorers

and two highest wickets takers in the second innings.

 Finally, when complete select Submit and the result will immediately appear

on the website and the relevant League table will be updated (if applicable).

See over for a more detailed explanation of the input boxes and the format of the required data

 Ground: The ground where the game was scheduled

to take place is pre-set. Only change this (by using the
drop-down list) if the game is played at a different
ground (e.g. neutral venue for a cup game)
 Batted First: use the drop down box to select which

team batted first.
 First Innings Runs: input the first innings total
 First Innings Wickets: select the number of wickets

which fell in the first innings (n.b. if a side only had 10
players but were bowled out, then select All Out from
the list - not 9 wickets).
 First Innings Note: enter the names and scores for

the two highest scorers (over 25 runs); in the same box
enter the names and analysis for the best bowlers with
2 or more wickets (n.b. there is not a limit on the
amount of text that you can enter in this box)
 Names should be entered as Initial.Surname

(e.g. ‘J.Bishop’). Please do not use Christian
names such as ‘Gus’ or ‘Ravi’.
 If a batsman is not out then type ’not out’ after
their score (e.g. ‘101 not out’)
 Bowling analysis should be entered ‘wicket-runs’.
For example four wickets for 28 runs is ‘4-28’.
 Batting and bowling performances should be
separated by a semi-colon.
 Repeat the above for the Second Innings
 This is a Rain Calculated Result: select ‘Yes’ from

the list only if the Calculator has been used. If it has,
then the runs and wickets entered for the 2nd innings
should be those produced by the calculator (not the
score and wickets when the game was abandoned).
 Result: Select the Result of the game from the list.

Please note that Forfeits and Rained-Off games must
be entered here.
 General Notes: this box is currently not used
 Submit: Finally, once you are happy all the relevant

information has been entered correctly select ‘Submit’.
This stores the result on the website, updates the
league table (if applicable) and sends the information
that you enter to the press (Sunday Post, P&J, etc.) by
email at 8:20 p.m. on the day of the game.
EXAMPLE OF CORRECTLY FORMATTED INNINGS NOTES
First Innings
Second Innings

G.Carney 86, C.Blake 32; R.Lavin 3-34 (inc. hat-trick), K.O'Meara 2-27
C.Luxton 101 not out, D.M.Duncan 26; M.Barron 4-16, S.Embleton 2-26

